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Aurakiel

Aurakiel is a Active Player Character played by iaincarter.

Aurakiel

Species & Gender: Male Elysian (Caelisolan)
Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Star Army Technician

Rank: Santô Hei
Current Placement: Awaiting Assignment (YSS Koun intended)

Orders: Placeholder

Physical Description

WIP - general appearance, age, body type, appearance, height, mass.

WIP - Skin colour, body hair, body modifications.
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WIP - Eye shape, colour; hair - colour, style; Ears

WIP - Wings colour, span, functionality

WIP - Scent/Voice

Caelisolans range from 5' to 7' in height, with males averaging 6'1“ and females averaging 5'6”.
Caelisolans generally weigh from 80 to 135 pounds, with males marginally heavier than females. Build
and Skin Color All Elysians will be built on a lighter frame than you would see for someone of similar
stature, but they all (including Plebians) have much more power in their frames then it would appear.
Plebians, despite appearing like malnourished children in many cases, still fall only a small amount shy of
the average human, while a patrician is markedly much stronger then even well trained humans, even on
the lower ends of their spectrum.

Distinguishing Features Elysian distinguishing features vary wildly. Especially among Patricians,
Caelisolans, and well-respected Plebeians, personal creativity and expression is encouraged, and this
sometimes takes the form of body modification, tattoos, dying one's hair or (rarely) wings, and piercing.
Body modification is usually quite tasteful, with clashing or offensive colors almost always right out, and
everything done with the intent of being aesthetically pleasing. Black Hair, White Wings, Violet Eyes. Pale
White Skin.

Personality

WIP
Caelisolans, being former Plebeians, tend to be somewhat subdued and submissive towards
Patricians. However, as they currently represent the best, boldest, and most accomplished of
Plebeians, these traits are often less prominent. Caelisolans are far more likely to harbor grand
ambitions than Plebeians, though they still realize that their place is below the elite Patricians.

Virtually all Elysians are fiercely religious, believing in a single ethnocentric god. While all species are
worthy of salvation,

Goals

WIP

WIP

WIP

WIP
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Likes & Dislikes

WIP.

Likes

WIP

Dislikes

WIP

History

Aurakiel was born 24日 1月 25 in Empyrean on the planet Elysia Novus.

WIP - Plebian until age 6, upgraded to Caelisolan body in YE 31.

WIP - Caelisolans sometimes know a good deal about their family history, but usually don't learn
anything beyond their immediate family unit. As until recently, Caelisolans were often caught in a
very hopeless situation before switching to their new bodies, such luxuries as tracing one's family
back for fifteen generations rarely existed. In the past, Plebeians rarely had money, typically living
in abject poverty and often without sufficient food. Though poverty is still far from uncommon
among Caelisolans today, starvation was all but erased a few years past thanks to the introduction
of Psomi.

Upon joining the Star Army of Yamatai, Aurakiel attended Basic Training. After two months, he
graduated from basic training and moved into his SAoY Mechanic occupation training which would
last an additional four and a half months.

Upon completion of his occupational training, Aurakiel received orders for his first posting aboard
the YSS Koun.

YE 45

Early in YE 45, Aurakiel was given orders to report aboard the YSS Koun and take up duties as a
Technician.

nigatsu

Day x - Preparing for drop on to Machine World. (NB - Will fill in correct details once approved and
active)
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Skills Learned

Growing Up

WIP - technowizardry after caelisolan upgrade

Basic Training

Star Army Common Skills

Occupational Skills (SAoY Technician)

WIP - The repair of Subsystems, Equipment and Gear.

WIP - Making mission-specific modifications at the request of their Captain.

WIP - Be prepared to think outside of the box in combat situations in regards to repairs.

WIP - Have an understanding of PANTHEON and its heirarchy of systems

Hobbies & Interests

WIP

Social Connections

In decreasing order of subjective importance, Aurakiel is currently connected to:

Heavenly Father (see Elysian Religion)
Priest of the local Temple where Aurakiel grew-up and currently his primary connection to the
Elysian Church?
Patrician Sponsor
Immediate Family:

Father is Samizel, a Plebeian who was born in YE 08 and transferred to a Caelisolan body in
YE 31. A 'miracle baby' born prematurely, only days before the tragedy of the Great Plague of
YE 08 would occur. Eyes didn't open soon enough, so has only ever seen parents in recorded
media - namely wedding photos. Grew up, like most of his generation, an orphan. Joined the
Elysian Celestial Navy and served in the Kalikolo Fleet. At time of leaving the military in YE
34, was a Duplicari, commanding officer of a Planetary Defence Satellite. As a civilian, largely
turned to domestic duties and supporting wife's efforts to provide an income.
Mother is Gabrian, a Plebeian who was born in YE 06 and transferred to a Caelisolan body in
YE 31. Miraculously, neither parent was struck down by the Great Plague of Ye 08. This was
attributed to living in a remote, spiritual retreat where they lived as ascetically as possible.
The small family moved to Empyrean where Gabrian's parents took up service duties at the
Great Temple. Gabrian grew up heavily influenced by the Elysian Church, but always wanted
more than the simple life her parents preferred. Gained an interest in engineering and
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eventually got a job working on a maintenance crew at the primary shipyard of the Elysian
Celestial Navy on Elysia Novus. Met Samizel there, nature took its course. Although four
children would be born between YE 25 and YE 30, only Aurakiel would survive his early years.
After becoming Caelisolan, Gabrian took advantage and began studying again. Following the
birth of Karaphon, Gabrian would go on to find part-time work as a mechanic. After Samizel
retired from the military and took over running the household, Gabrian opened her own small
machine shop.
Sister is Karaphon, a natural Caelisolan born in YE 36. Karaphon is a spoiled princess by just
about any definiteion, having grown up in the post-scarcity conditions following the family
elevation to Caelisolans in YE 31.

Aurakiel is potentially connected to:

Elysians he may have met/known growing up in Empyrean.
Members of his Basic Training class (approx. date begin - date end)
Members of his SAoY Technician Occupational Training class (approx date begin - date end)

Inventory & Finance

Aurakiel has the following Star Army equipment, modified for Elysian racial needs where applicable:

Star Army Standard Issue Items

Aurakiel has the following personal property:

One set of Plebian civilian garb, high quality
Elysian Data-Pad, Deluxe Model, Customised - 'gift' from sponsor for graduating at top of class/year

The Financial Assets of Aurakiel:

Current bank balance of: 2700 KS (NB - 10% taken off as tithe to Elysian Church)
Current income of: 2000 KS/month - Star Army of Yamatai

Automatic monthly transfer of 10% total income (before deductions) to Elysian Church, ref:
tithe

OOC Information

This page was created by iaincarter on the 14th of May, 2023 at 02:16 using the Character Template
Form.

In the case iaincarter becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? Yes
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? Yes
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